Pharmacokinetics of 5-fluorouracil after short systemic infusion: plasma level at the end of the distribution phase as an indicator of the total area under the plasma concentration-time curve.
The correlation between single plasma concentration (CP) values of 5-fluorouracil (FU) after a 10-minute i.v. infusion and the total area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) has been studied in 26 cancer patients. FU dose was either 320-550 mg/m2 (seven patients, 13 treatments) or 610-960 mg/m2 (19 patients, 30 treatments). Linear single CP-AUC relationships were found in both dose groups with the CPs at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 minutes after the end of infusion. Parameters of linear regression of AUC on single CP differed between the two dose groups. For the high-dose group, the single CPs at repeated treatments were tested as estimators of the total AUC at these treatments, using calibration lines relating total AUC to single CP, which were derived from the data of the first (or only) treatments of all patients. The "best" AUC estimators of the total AUC were the CPs at 10 and 15 minutes after the end of infusion, with a bias of only 2% and an imprecision of only 11% of the AUC values directly determined from the complete concentration-time profiles of the repeated treatments. Because of the close correlation between these single CPs and the total AUC, these CPs should be considered equivalent to the AUC as an overall index of individual FU kinetics after brief infusion of high doses.